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he orange market maintained a goo
lbalancethis summer. Indeed, while sale
adopted a slow summer tempo becaus
of intense competition from seas
nal fruits, they matched the scarcity c
the supply. As for the table orange, th
Itransition between the Spanish Nave
late (historically long season) and Sout
African Navel came late, toward mic
July. However, South African volumc
remained in shortfall (- 24 % in July), an
stocks were limited due to smaller shif
ments from the start of the season. Fc
the juice orange, Valencia late impori
from Spain subsided until mid-Augus
with the switchover to the South Afr
can source in France not occurring unl
then, with limitedvolumes. Hence price
strength~edduring the summer, bc
fore' returning to an average level in At
gust,:.>4:
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Orange: juice prices in Europe for July 2014.

The drought In Brazil

Mexico, a bid purveyor
of high-ratiojuice, has
praakallysdd out its
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Orange juice facing production on the slide. The combined
production of the world's two
main orange processors, namely
Brazil and Florida, should be even
smaller than in 2013-14, and reach
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USDA figures in early October,
the estimates by Elizabeth Steger
and Louis-DreyfusCitrus are even
predictingthe smallest harvest for
50 years, with figures ranging from
89 to 97 million boxes; though we
should be aware that the discrepancies between the initial and final
forecasts have been in excess of 20
million boxes in recent seasons, because of the extent of physiological
dropping. Despitethese prospects,
concentrated juice rates fell again
in late August to reach 2 000 USDI
tonne into Rotterdam, with the
cumulative fall since the beginning
of the year reaching400 USD.
Sources:/€A, Louis-Dreyfus, Elizaberh Steger
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Orange -Production in Florida and Brazil
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nd of the season. Some batches still in place with certain operaFors toward late August
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Valencia late
and Navel
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. imports, though levels still below average.
urowtn In valencla
Navel season subsiding
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